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ALGORITHM FOR QUICK NUMBERING OF LARGE VOLUMES OF DATA 
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Abstract: An original algorithm for numbering large datasets by means of Natural Language Addressing 

(NLA) is presented in the paper. We use a counter to number different instances and store its current 

value in the container NL-addressed by the instance. If the instance is repeated, from this NL-address 

we receive its already assigned number. The algorithm is implemented in an experimental program 

RDFArM for storing large RDF-datasets. The provided experiments have shown that NL-access time for 

one instance (triple or quadruple) does not depend on number of already stored instances from the 

dataset. This is very important for storing Big Data. 
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Introduction 

There are three main problems of so called “Big Data” connected to its volume, variety, and velocity 

[Zikopoulos et al, 2012]: 

 The sheer volume of data being stored today is exploding. It is no longer unheard of for 
individual enterprises to have storage clusters holding petabytes of data;  

 Enterprises must be able to analyze variety of all types of data, both relational and non-
relational: text, sensor data, audio, video, transactional, etc.;  

 The velocity at which data is generated has changed. In traditional processing, one can think of 
running queries against relatively static data. With streams computing, one can execute a 
process similar to a continuous query to get continuously updated results in real time. 

Large unstructured or semi-structured datasets require a high level of computational sophistication 

because operations that are easy at a small scale - such as moving data between machines or in and 

out of storage, visualizing the data, or displaying results - can all require substantial algorithmic 

ingenuity [NRC, 2013]. 

Consider a real time stream of incoming strings of symbols with possible many repetitions of the same 

strings. Strings may have different size (number of symbols) which may be very long, for instance, 

several hundred symbols. To work with such strings, it is convenient to create a unique numeration of 

strings, i.e. the equal strings have to have equal numbers. It is important for the next generation of 
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information systems. The problem we have to solve is to propose an algorithm which may create unique 

numeration of a stream of strings in real time, i.e. without spending time for rebuilding the indexes and 

recompilation of information base. This paper presents such algorithm with constant complexity for quick 

numbering Big Data sets.  

In the next point we will outline the main approach for solving the problem. Further we will present the 

algorithm as well as an example of its implementation. Analysis of the results and possible future 

research conclude the paper. 

Natural Language Addressing (NLA) 

“Natural Language Addressing” (NLA) is an approach for storing large semi-structured or unstructured 

datasets. The idea of NLA [Ivanova et al, 2012; Ivanova et al, 2012a; Ivanova et al, 2013a; Ivanova et 

al, 2013b; Ivanova et al, 2013c; Ivanova et al, 2013d; Ivanova et al, 2013e; Ivanova, 2013; Ivanova, 

2014; Ivanova, 2014a] consists in using the computer encoding of symbols as logical address of 

connected to it information stored in a multi-dimensional numbered information spaces [Markov, 1984; 

Markov, 2004; Markov, 2004a]. This way no indexes are needed and high speed direct access is 

available. It is similar to the natural order addressing in a dictionary where no explicit index is used but 

the concept by itself locates the definition. 

To illustrate NL-addressing in the multi-dimensional information spaces let see an example (Figure 1). 
 

  

Figure 1. Example of a space address Figure 2. Example of Natural Language Space 

Address and content pointed by it 

Our storing model is a hierarchy of hash tables. The leaves of the hierarchy are containers which may 

store basic information elements (BIE) which may be a letter, a word, a phrase of words, or, simply, 

string of symbols. Such container is colored in black on Figure 1 and its number is 114. 

Let a set of BIE is numbered and stored in any archive (file). If we have several sets of BIE, we may 

number them again and store in a common archive, and so on. This way we receive a specific hierarchy 
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of numbered sets. If one will write the sequence of numbers of the sets starting from the one which 

contain all others, he will create a space address. The space address on Figure 1 means that the space 

with number 66 contains the space with number 101. The numbering is unique for every set. Because of 

this, there is no problem to have the same numbers in the included sets what is illustrated at the Figure 

1 – set 101 contains element with number 101 which is a set. Finally, the last set contains element with 

number 114 which is not a set but container with a string of symbols. 

In other words, the space address of this string is A = (66, 101, 101, 114) and its content may be written 

or read directly using this address. 

Now we may illustrate the idea of NL-addressing. 

Consider the space address we just have seen – (66, 101, 101, 114). 

If we assume these numbers as ASCII codes, i.e. 66 = B, 101 = e, 114 = r, we may “understand” the 

space address as the word “Beer” (Figure 2). 

At the end, we have to illustrate the BIE (content) which may be stored at such NL-space address. It 

may be arbitrary long string of words. In our example we choose the BIE to be the remarkable aphorism 

of Benjamin Franklin: “Beer is proof that God loves us and wants us to be happy” (Figure 2). 

In this case (Figure 2) the couple {(space address A), (BIE)} is: 

{(B, e, e, r), (“Beer is proof that God loves us and wants us to be happy.” Benjamin Franklin)} 

To access the text, we have to convert index (B, e, e, r) to index (66, 101, 101, 114) and to use 

corresponded access operations, i.e. we have the consequence: 

Beer => 

=> (B, e, e, r) => 

=> (66, 101, 101, 114) => 

=> (“Beer is proof that God loves us and wants us to be happy.” Benjamin Franklin). 

Algorithm for Quick Numbering by means of NLA 

Consider the problem of numerating a sequence of arbitrary words including multiple repeating of words 

but the same words has to be numbered with the same numbers independently of quantity of its 

repeating. If the length of the sequence is not so great, we may use a binary tree to store every word 

and its number. To find if it is already numbered we need to provide binary search and if the word is 

already indexed than to assign the same number. 

The challenge of “Big Data” is that the sequence may be with unlimited length (several trillions) and in 

the same time words may come permanently during the time. In such case the static search trees could 
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not be used because after every new word we have to reconfigure the tree. We need a new approach to 

solve this problem. For this purpose we may use Natural Language Addressing (NLA). 

The algorithm for numbering by NLA is very simple – we need to have a counter which will count every 

new different word and to store its current value in the container NL-addressed by the new word. When 

the same word is repeated from this NL-address we will receive its already assigned number. 

The algorithm for assigning unique numbers is as follow: 

BEGIN 

counter := 1; // a counter is used, it starts from 1 

input (string); // string to be numbered 

STRNumber := NLA-read (string); // from NL-archive, using the incoming string as path, obtain its 

number 

IF STRNumber = 0 // if no number exists in the container 

THAN begin 

STRNumber := counter; // assign counter value as number of string 

NLA-write (string) := STRNumber; // store number in the container located by the string 

as path 

INC (counter); // increment the counter by 1 

end 

END. 

The algorithm is illustrated on Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of the algorithm for assigning unique numbers 
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Experimental implementation of algorithm 

Now, our next step is to implement our algorithm for solving real practical problem. Such very actual 

problem is storing Resource Description Framework (RDF) datasets. RDF is approach for representing 

Big Data. The primary goal of RDF is to handle large non regular or semi-structured data [Muys, 2007]. 

RDF provides a general method to decompose any information into pieces called triples [Briggs, 2012]: 

 Each triple is of the form <“Subject”, “Predicate”, “Object”>; 

 Subject and Object are the names for two things in the world. Predicate is the relationship 
between them; 

 Subject, Predicate, Object may be given as URI’s (stand-ins for things in the real world); 

 Object can additionally be raw text. 

The power of RDF relies on the flexibility in representing arbitrary structure without a priori schemas. 

Each edge in the graph is a single fact, a single statement, similar to the relationship between a single 

cell in a relational table and its row’s primary key. RDF offers the ability to specify concepts and link 

them together into a graph of data [Faye et al, 2012]. 

The experimental implementation of proposed algorithm is illustrated on Figure 4. The main idea is to 

use NL-addressing for quick unique numbering of elements of triples/quadruples and after that to use 

these numbers as co-ordinates for storing information in the archives. In this case we have two kinds of 

archives: (1) archives of counters and (2) archives of values. The storing model we used is multi-layer 

[Ivanova et al, 2013b]. Subjects, Predicates, Objects, and Contexts are numbered separately and these 

numbers are used to construct storing co-ordinates. We assume that the triple datasets contain empty 

context which has to be omitted. 

 

 

Figure 4. Illustration of the experimental algorithm for storing RDF triples 
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In Figure 4 we illustrate storing of RDF-triple (beer, is, proof that...). 

First we assign a number to subject: “beer”. 

The same we do for the relation: “is”. 

And after that we used these numbers as coordinates of the container where the object “proof that ...” 

has to be stored. 

Experimental program RDFArM 

We have realized experimental program RDFArM for storing middle-size and large RDF-datasets. 

Experiments were provided with both real and artificial datasets. Experimental results were 

systematized in [Ivanova, 2014]. We have compared RDFArM with well-known RDF-stores: OpenLink 

Virtuoso Open-Source Edition 5.0.2 [Virtuoso, 2013], Jena SDB Beta 1 on Postgre (SQL 8.2.5 and 

MySQL 5.0.45) [Jena, 2013], and Sesame 2.0 [Sesame, 2012], all tested by Berlin SPARQL Bench 

Mark (BSBM) team and connected to it research groups [Becker, 2008; BSBM, 2012; BSBMv2, 2008; 

BSBMv3, 2009].  

We have provided experiments with: 

Middle-size RDF-datasets based on selected real datasets from DBpedia [DBpedia, 2007a; 

DBpedia, 2007b] and artificial datasets created by BSBM Data Generator [Bizer & Schultz, 2008; Bizer 

& Schultz, 2009; BSBM DG, 2013]. 

The large RDF-datasets, based on selected real datasets from DBpedia's homepages [DBpedia, 

2007c], geocoordinates datasets [Becker, 2008], and Billion Triple Challenge (BTC) 2012 [BTC, 2012; 

datahub_data0, 2012]. The artificial large RDF-datasets were generated by BSBM Data Generator 

[BSBM DG, 2013] and published in Turtle format [BSBMv1, 2008; BSBMv2, 2008; BSBMv3, 2009; 

BSBMv5, 2009; BSBMv6, 2011], i.e. in N-quads [N-Quads, 2013]. We converted it to N-triple format 

using “rdf2rdf” program developed by Enrico Minack [Minack, 2010].  

We have used the Friedman and Nemenyi tests to detect statistically significant differences between the 

systems [Friedman, 1940]. The Friedman test is a non-parametric test, based on the ranking of the 

systems on each dataset. It is equivalent of the repeated-measures ANOVA [Fisher, 1973]. We have 

used Average Ranks ranking method, which is a simple ranking method, inspired by Friedman's statistic 

[Neave & Worthington, 1992]. The null-hypothesis states that if all the systems are equivalent than their 

ranks Rj should be equal. In our case, the null-hypothesis was rejected; we could proceed with the 

Nemenyi test [Nemenyi, 1963] which is used when all systems are compared to each other. The 

performance of two systems is significantly different if the corresponding average ranks differ by at least 

the critical difference. The Nemenyi test results for tested systems (Figure 5) had shown that RDFArM is 
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at critical distances to Jena and Sesame. RDFArM is nearer to Jena than to Sesame. RDFArM, Jena, 

and Sesame are significantly different from Virtuoso [Ivanova, 2014].  

 

 

Figure 5. Visualisation of Nemenyi test results 

 

All experiments had shown constant time for storing of one triple independently of the number of already 

stored ones. It is illustrated on Figure 6 by comparison of graphics of log(n) (black line) and average 

time in ms for storing one triple from BSBM 100M (gray line). 

 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of log(n) and average time for storing one triple from BSBM 100M 
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Conclusion 

An original algorithm for numbering by means of Natural Language Addressing has been presented in 

the paper. It is very simple: we have a counter, which count every new different word, and store its 

current value in the container NL-addressed by the new word. When the same word is repeated, from 

this NL-address we receive its already assigned number if such exists. In other case we assign the 

current value of counter to the new word. 

We have realized experimental program RDFArM for storing middle-size and large RDF-datasets. We 

provided series of experiments to estimate the storing time. Experiments were provided with both real 

and artificial datasets. The main conclusion is optimistic because RDFArM is at critical distances to Jena 

and Sesame. 

NL-access time for one instance (triple or quadruple) does not depend on number of already stored 

instances from the dataset. This is very important for storing Big Data. 
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